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On Embeddings into

Toric Prevarieties

J. Hausen and S. Schr�oer

Abstract

We give examples of proper normal surfaces that are not embeddable into simpli-

cial toric prevarieties nor toric prevarieties of a�ne intersection.

Introduction

This note is concerned with embeddability and non-embeddability into toric prevarieties.

W lodarczyk [12] has shown that a normal variety Y admits a closed embedding into a toric

variety X if and only if every pair y1; y2 2 Y allows a common a�ne open neighbourhood. If

one drops the latter condition there still exists a closed embedding into some toric prevariety

X. This means that X may be non-separated.

The above embedding result has the following re�nement: Supposing that Y is Q -factorial

one can choose X to be simplicial and of a�ne intersection. In other words, X is Q -

factorial and the intersection of any two a�ne open subsets of X is again a�ne (see [12] and

[8]). Embeddings into toric prevarieties of a�ne intersection are of particular interest: For

example, they can be used to obtain global resolutions of coherent sheaves on Y . Moreover,

they play an important role in the construction of categorical quotients for subtorus actions

on toric varieties (see [8] and [1]).

The purpose of this note is to �nd out whether or not every normal variety Y can be embed-

ded into a toric prevariety X which is simplicial or of a�ne intersection. Unfortunately, the

answer is negative: We provide examples of normal surfaces that admit neither embeddings

into toric prevarieties of a�ne intersection nor into simplicial ones.

Together with W lodarczyk's embedding result, these counterexamples imply that there

are toric prevarieties of a�ne intersection that cannot be embedded into simplicial toric

prevarieties of a�ne intersection. An analogous statement is easily seen to hold in the

category of toric varieties, since there are proper toric varieties with trivial Picard group

(see for example [5]).

1 Non-projective proper surfaces

Here we briey discuss some properties of proper normal surfaces which are non-projective.

First, we have to �x notation. Throughout, we will work over an uncountable algebraically

closed ground �eld k. The word prevariety refers to an integral k-scheme of �nite type.

A variety is a separated prevariety, and a surface is a 2-dimensional variety. By a toric
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prevariety we mean a prevariety X arising from a system of fans in some lattice N in the

sense of [2]. For k = C this notion precisely yields the normal prevarieties X endowed with

an e�ective regular action of a torus T with an open orbit.

The following facts are well known (compare [9], theorem 4.2, and [12]):

1.1 Proposition. Let S be a normal surface and denote by s1; : : : ; sn 2 S its non-Q -

factorial singularities.

i) The surface S is quasi-projective if and only if the points s1; : : : ; sn have a common

a�ne neighbourhood.

ii) The surface S admits a closed embedding into a toric variety if and only if every pair

si; sj lies in a common a�ne neighbourhood.

In view of these statements, the simplest possible candidate for a normal variety without

closed embeddings into toric prevarieties of a�ne intersection is a normal surface having

precisely two non-Q -factorial singularities s1; s2 2 S. In fact we will work with surfaces of

this type.

Let S be a proper normal surface. There is a projective reduction r:S ! Sprj of S, which

means that the morphism r is universal with respect to morphisms to projective schemes

(see [3]). Since OSprj ! r�(OS) is necessarily bijective, the projective scheme Sprj is normal

and the �bres of r are connected.

If Sprj is a curve, any Weil divisor E on S has a decomposition

E = Evert + Ehor

into the part Evert consisting of those prime cycles of E that are contained in the �bres of

r and the part Ehor which consists of the remaining prime cycles. A Weil divisor E on S is

called vertical if E = Evert, and it is called horizontal if E = Ehor.

For a Weil divisor D on a variety Y and y 2 Y , we denote by Dy the Weil divisor obtained

from D by omitting all prime cycles not containing the point y. The following statement

will be crucial for non-embeddability:

1.2 Lemma. Let S be a proper normal surface with precisely two non-Q -factorial singu-

larities s1, s2 2 S. Assume that Sprj is a curve and that every vertical Weil divisor on S is

Q -Cartier. If E is a Q -Cartier divisor on S with Es2
� 0 and Ehor 6= 0, then Ehor

s1
is not

e�ective.

Proof. Assume that Ehor
s1

� 0 holds. Since E and Evert are Q -Cartier, so is their di�erence

Ehor. Consider the decomposition

Ehor = Ehor
+ + Ehor

�

into positive and negative parts. Since s1 and s2 are not contained in Ehor
�

, the surface S

is Q -factorial near Ehor
�

. So Ehor
�

is Q -Cartier. Hence Ehor
+ is also Q -Cartier . As Ehor 6= 0,

there must be at least one horizontal Cartier divisor C � S.
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Consider the line bundle L = OS(C). Obviously, L is Sprj-generated on SnC. Since C ! Sprj

is �nite, we can apply [11], Corollary 2.2, and deduce that L
n is Sprj-generated for some

n > 0. Consequently, the homogeneous spectrum

S 0 = Proj(f�Sym(L))

is a projective Sprj-scheme, hence projective. But L is ample on the generic �bre of r:S !

Sprj, contradicting the universal property of the projective reduction.

1.3 Remark. Surfaces as above really exist, compare [10], 2.5. Here the assumption that

the ground �eld k is uncountable comes in.

We will also make use of the following elementary fact:

1.4 Lemma. Let f :Y ! X be a morphism of integral normal prevarieties. Given a Cartier

divisorD onX such that the counterimage E := f �(D) exists as Cartier divisor. Decompose

D =
P

i
�iDi and E =

P
j
�jEj into prime cycles. If there is a component Ej with �j < 0,

then there is a component Di with �i < 0 and f(Ej) � Di.

Proof. Assume there is no such Di. Decompose D = D+ �D� into positive and negative

parts. Then we have Ej 6� f�1(D�). Hence the restriction of E to Y n f�1(D�) is not

e�ective. On the other hand, the restriction of D to X nD� is e�ective, contradiction.

2 Non-embeddability

Recall that a scheme X is separated if the diagonal morphism �:X ! X �X is a closed

embedding. A weaker condition is that � is a�ne. In this situation we call X to be of a�ne

intersection. To check this property it su�ces to �nd an open a�ne covering X =
S

i
Xi

such that each intersection Xi \ Xj is a�ne. Clearly, if X is of a�ne intersection, every

subscheme is so.

2.1 Theorem. Let S be a proper normal surface with precisely two non-Q -factorial sin-

gularities s1; s2 2 S. Assume that the projective reduction Sprj is a curve and that all

irreducible components of the �bres of r:S ! Sprj are Q -Cartier. Let f :S ! X be a mor-

phism to a toric prevariety X. If X is simplicial or of a�ne intersection, then there is a

morphism ef :Sprj ! X with f = ef � r.

Let us record the following evident

2.2 Corollary. The surface S is neither embeddable into a toric prevariety of a�ne inter-

section nor into a simplicial toric prevariety.

Proof of theorem 2.1. First we treat the case that X is of a�ne intersection. Let T denote

the acting torus of X. There is a unique T -orbit B � X such that f(S) � B holds. Note

that B is again a toric prevariety of a�ne intersection. Replacing X by B we may assume

that f(S) hits the open T -orbit.
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Set x1 := f(s1) and x2 := f(s2). For i = 1; 2 letXi � X be the a�ne T -stable neighborhoods

containing T�xi as closed orbits, respectively. Set N := Hom(k�; T ) and letM := Hom(N;Z).

Then we have

Xi = X�i
= Spec(k[�_

i
\M ])

for certain cones �i in the lattice N . Since X is of a�ne intersection, the set X12 := X1\X2

is of the form X12 = X�12
for some common face �12 of �1 and �2. Hence there is a linear

form u 2M with

u 2 �_1 and �12 = �1 \ u
?:

Since f(S) hits the open T -orbit, all characters �m, m 2 M , admit pullbacks f �(�m) as

rational functions. In particular �u has a pullback  with respect to f , and the principal

divisor div(�u) has the principal divisor div( ) as pullback. Since �u is de�ned on X1, we

have

div( )s1 � 0:

We claim that no component of div( )s1 contains the point s2 2 S. Otherwise, let E � S

be such a component. Then there exists a T -stable component D1 � X1 of div(�u) \ X1

containing f(E) \X1. This component corresponds to an extremal ray %1 � �1. Note that

by [6], p. 61 we have %1 6� u?. Take the closure D := D1 in X, set D2 := D \X2, and let

%2 � �2 be the extremal ray corresponding to D2 � X2. Then s2 2 E implies

x2 = f(s2) 2 f(E) \X2 � D2:

Thus D \X2 is non-empty, hence D12 := D \X12 is a T -stable Weil divisor in X12 = X�12
.

Let %12 � �12 be the extremal ray corresponding to D12 � X12. Since D12 is induced by

D1 and D2 as well, we conclude %1 = %12 = %2. Thus we have %1 � �12 � u?, contradicting

%1 6� u?. As a consequence of our claim, div( )s1 is an e�ective Q -Cartier divisor. According

to lemma 1.2, the divisor div( )s1 is vertical.

Next, we show that for every principal divisor D = div(�m), m 2 M its pullback to S

is vertical. It su�ces to check this for a set of generators of M , for example M \ �_2 .

Assume that there is some m 2 M \ �_2 such that E := f �(D) is not vertical. Decompose

D =
P

i
�iDi and E =

P
j
�jEj into prime cycles. Since Dx2

� 0, we also have Es2
� 0.

By lemma 1.2 there must be some horizontal component Ej containing s1 with �j < 0.

Lemma 1.4 tells us that there is some component Di with �i < 0 and f(Ej) � Di. In

particular we have x1 2 Di. Let %i � �1 be the extremal ray corresponding to the T -

invariant Weil divisor Di \ X1. Since x2 62 Di we have %i 6� �12. Hence %i 6� �1 \ u
?, and

Di occurs with positive multiplicity in div(�u)x1. On the other hand, we already have seen

that div( )s1 is vertical. Consequently, Ej � f�1(Di) is also vertical, contradiction. We

have shown that div(f �(�m)) is vertical for all m 2M .

As a consequence, the induced morphism f�1(T ) ! T is constant along the generic �bre

of r:S ! Sprj. By the rigidity lemma (see for example [4], 1.5), all �bres of r are mapped

to points under f :S ! X. Now [7], 8.11.1 gives a morphism ef :Sprj ! X with f = ef � r.
This proves the theorem for toric prevarieties of a�ne intersection.

It remains to treat the case that X is simplicial. According to [8], Section 1, there is a toric

prevariety X 0 of a�ne intersection and a local isomorphism g:X ! X 0. As we have seen,

g � f is constant along the �bres of r:S ! Sprj. Since the �bres of r are connected, this
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implies that f is constant along the �bres of r, and we obtain the desired factorization as

above.
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